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Gazelle Literary Agency(GLA)

i

s a subsidiary of Gazelle International Group that
was established in 1999. The company has since
been involved in imports and distribution of books
and journals in the Middle East and Persian Gulf
region under the international Laws. GLA started its
activities in 2012 and specifically focused its attention
on introducing and selling the translation rights of
Persian fictions.
In order to expand its international interactions, GLA
activated new sections such as rights acquisition,
festivals and awards, and literary meetings, in
mid-2013 . Based on the expansive knowledge of
Iranian market and vast collaborations with foreign
publishers and literary agencies, GLA has prepared
some catalogs of a number of worthwhile foreign
fiction and non-fiction works in different categories.
These catalogs are aimed at filling the gap of such
categories in Iran and covering the diverse interests of
all Iranian Publishers. The elite experts of GLA who are
all the eminent and highly experienced translators,
have fully studied, evaluated and confirmed the
quality and possibility of the translation of these
works in Iran.
Since certain local publishers do not respect the
copyright and the international laws and constantly
translate and publish foreign works in Iran without
the right-holder’s permission, GLA is determined to
present its catalogs only to those publishers who
respect the professional and moral rights. GLA
hopes these activities would attract the authorities’
attention to the importance of the copyright matter
in Iran, as a safe gate for the eminent Iranian literature
to enter the world markets, and lead us to public
respect to the authors’ right inside Iran.
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